
What Happens in a Vibrational 
Sound Healing Session

WHAT IS SOUND HEALING?
The application of sound through the voice and instruments to 
balance body, mind and spirit.

WHAT IS THE PHILOSOPHY BEHIND SOUND HEALING?
The body is made up of energy vibrating at different frequencies. The 
vibrations of the sonic instruments entrain the vibrations of the body/
mind to facilitate deep relaxation. The applied use of sound and 
intention can be a pathway to the meditative state that is both 
therapeutic and enjoyable. 
  
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF SOUND HEALING?
Sound healing stimulates the body’s natural healing mechanisms 
through facilitating deep relaxation. It has been found to relieve 
stress and improve emotional well-being. It can also reduce heart 
rate and blood pressure, and facilitate the release of endorphins and 
melatonin, among other benefits.  

IS SOUND HEALING SAFE?
Sound healing is a natural form of healing and is completely safe if 
practiced by a qualified sound healer. Sound healing should be used 
to complement medical treatment. You should never discontinue your 
medical treatments or medicines without permission from your doctor.
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WHAT HAPPENS DURING A HEALING SESSION?
You will lie on a treatment couch fully clothed while the sound healer 
uses therapeutic singing bowls and other sonic instruments on and 
around your body.

HOW LONG DOES A SESSION LAST?
Sound healing sessions are generally between 30 and 50 minutes in 
length.

WHAT WILL I FEEL IN A SOUND HEALING SESSION?
Most people feel a sense of deep relaxation, coupled with the 
vibrations of the therapeutic bowls. You may fall asleep or be in a 
kind of daydream state. 

AFTER A SESSION, THEN WHAT?
When you get home you need to drink plenty of water. This will help 
your body to release toxins. Most people  feel deeply relaxed after a 
sound healing. You may want to take a nap when you get home, or it 
may energize you or make you emotional - everyone is different. Give 
yourself time to process the experience. 

HOW OFTEN DO I NEED TREATMENT?
Most people need more than one session to get their body into 
balance again. Let me know if you wish to have another session, and 
we can set up another appointment. 
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